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Shipping is extra 
 
 

 

1. Adrian Vacuum 
Tumbler 20 oz (Lds) 
#1625-47 

24 Pieces minimum order - 
$8.98 each 

Setup Charge: $55.00 

Imprint areas: 

Centered on tumbler opposite 
first logo Center of art 4.70" up 
from bottom 2.00" H x 4.38" W 
 
Centered on Tumbler Center of 
art 4.70" up from bottom 2.00" H 
x 4.38" W 
 
Full Wrap Center of art 4.70" up 
from bottom 2.00" H x 9.75" W 

 
Do not miss the most trendy tumbler of the year. Durable, double-
wall stainless steel vacuum construction, which allows your 
beverage to stay cold for 15 hours and at least 5 hours for hot 
beverages. The construction also prevents condensation on the 
outside of the tumbler. Push-on lid with anti-spill slider closure. 
Wide opening for comfortable filling and pouring. Design features 
the geometric bottom with grooves. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2. Hugo Copper Vacuum 
Tumbler 20 oz (Lds) 
#1624-89 

24 Pieces minimum order - 
$10.68 each 

Setup Charge: $55.00 

Imprint areas: 

Centered on Tumbler Center 
of art 5.71" up from bottom 

1.50" H x 4.75" W 

Centered on tumbler opposite 
first logo Center of art 5.71" 
up from bottom 1.50" H x 

4.75" W 

Full Wrap Center of art 5.71" 
up from bottom 1.50" H x 
10.47" W 

 

 
Do not miss the most trendy tumbler of the year. Durable, double-
wall stainless steel vacuum construction with copper insulation, 
which allows your beverage to stay cold for 24 hours and at least 8 
hours for hot beverages. The construction also prevents 
condensation on the outside of the tumbler. Push-on two piece lid 
with Tritan™ swivel anti-spill closure, pinch the 2 axis joints slightly 
to remove the top part of the lid for easy cleaning. Wide opening for 
comfortable filling and pouring. Design features the spinning, 
geometric bottom. 

3. Sherpa 11 oz Vacuum 
Tumbler and Insulator 
(Bllt) #SM-6686 

50 Pieces minimum order - 
$7.99 each 

Setup Charge: $55.00 

Imprint areas: 

1 color only per side 2.50" H x 
2.50" W 
multi-color per side 2.00" H x 
2.00" W 
wrap, 1 color only Wrap 2.50" H 
x 7.00" W 

 
 

Double-wall construction, vacuum insulated. Clear, press-on lid with 
slide closure. Works as a tumbler or drink insulator. Hand wash 
only. Follow any included care guidelines. 

  



 

4. Milo Copper Vacuum 
Tumbler 20 oz (Lds) 

#1625-28 

48 Pieces minimum order - $10.58 

each 

Setup Charge: $55.00 

Imprint areas: 

Centered on tumbler opposite 
first logoCenter of art 6.25" up 
from bottom 0.75" H x 4.00" W 

Centered on tumbler opposite 
first logoCenter of art 3.30" up 
from bottom 2.00" H x 4.00" W 

Centered on TumblerCenter of 
art 3.30" up from bottom 2.00" H 
x 4.00" W 

 

 
Durable, double-wall stainless steel vacuum construction with 
copper insulation, which allows your beverage to stay cold for 24 
hours and hot for at least 8 hours. The construction also prevents 
condensation on the outside of the tumbler. Easy sipping, push-on 
lid with slide closure. Wide opening for comfortable filling and 
pouring. Leed’s Exclusive. 20oz. 

 
 
 

5. Mega Hugo Copper Vacuum 

Tumbler 30 oz (Lds) #1625-09 

24 Pieces minimum order - $13.68 
each 

Setup Charge: $55.00 

Imprint areas: 

Centered on TumblerCenter of art 
1.58" down from lip 2.00" H x 5.30" 
W 

SAME COLOR front and 
backCenter of art 1.58" down from 
lip 2.00" H x 5.30" W 

Centered on tumbler opposite first 
logoCenter of art 1.58" down from lip 
2.00" H x 5.30"W 

 
Do not miss the most trendy tumbler of the year. Durable, double-
wall stainless steel vacuum construction with copper insulation, 
which allows your beverage to stay cold for 24 hours and at least 8 
hours for hot beverages. The construction also prevents 
condensation on the outside of the tumbler. Push-on two piece lid 
with Tritan™ swivel anti-spill closure, pinch the 2 axis joints slightly 
to remove the top part of the lid for easy cleaning. Wide opening for 
comfortable filling and pouring. Design features the spinning, 
geometric bottom. Leed's Exclusive. 30oz. 



6. 20 oz Viking Nova 
Tumbler (Crwn) 
#CDKW038 

48 Pieces minimum order - 
$8.99 each 

Setup Charge: $60.00 

Imprint Area 
3”h x 2-1/2”w each side or 3”h x 
9-3/4”w wrap 
Laser Engraving: 2-1/2"h x 2-
1/2"w 

 
 

• 20oz. double wall vacuum stainless steel tumbler with 
copper lining 

• Press in, twist closure lid 
• Keeps liquid hot for 5.50 hours and keeps liquid cold 

for 24 hours 
 
 

 

7. 30 oz Urban Peak 
Vacuum Tumbler 
(starln) 

24 Pieces minimum order 
- $14.99 each 

Setup Charge: $55.00 

Imprint Area 
3”h x 2-1/2”w each 
side or 3”h x 9-3/4”w 
wrap 
Laser Engraving: 2-
1/2"h x 2-1/2"w 

 
Patented. Copper lined, vacuum insulated deep draw liner will 
maintain optimal drinking temperature. Includes a sweat-free design 
and clear screw-on lid. Made with FDA compliant dual walled 18-8 
Stainless Steel. BPA Free. Keeps ice frozen for over 48 hours. Note: 
Optional straw available for additional fee. Available straw colors: 
green, red, blue and clear. Complies with FDA. 3.875″ D x 3.875″ W x 
8.25″ H 



8. Clique 18 oz Vacuum 
Insulated Stainless 
Steel Tumbler (Arl) 
#DTM-CQ19 

25 Pieces minimum order 
- $10.80 each 

Setup Charge: $55.00 

Imprint Area:  

2.25” x 3.75” 
 

 

 18/8 powder-coated stainless steel construction 
 Double-wall insulated 
 Keeps beverage hot or cold for up to 12 hours 
 Wide-mouth top opening makes it easy to add ice 
 Screw-on rubber-seal stainless steel cap with flip-top spout 
 Hand wash only 

 FDA certified 

 



9. Mirage 17 oz Vacuum 
Insulated Stainless 
Steel Tumbler (Arl) 
#DTM-MR19 

25 Pieces minimum order 
- $9.90 each 

Setup Charge: $55.00 

Imprint Area:  

2” x 4.25” 
 

 

 Stainless steel construction 
 Double-wall insulated 
 Keeps beverage hot or cold for up to 6 hours 
 Clear plastic push-on lid with sliding drink opening 
 Hand wash only 
 FDA certified 

 

 


